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john deere 318 better than the n yesterday s tractors - i am planning to spend about 2 500 on a riding mower and am
considering either a new jd or a used model 318 assuming i can locate a good condition 318 i am interested to know if it is
going to be better than a new lower end john deere even if the 318 has 750 1000 hours of wear, 317 john deere yesterday
s tractors - i recently purchased a used 317 john deere garden tractor the tractor is in moderate shape with minor rust it
came with a well abused 48 deck that needs some work, ford 8n 9n 2n tractors collecting restoring and - a page
dedicated to collecting restoring and using ford 2n 8n and 9n tractors includes complete specs history pictures and articles
of interest to collectors admirers and users of these great old machines
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